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“Within three years of using
Kolbe RightFit™, we reduced 
turnover by 40% and our
retention rate as at
6.2 years and climbing!”

Kolbe Corp's unique team management system is based on a solid foundation of research 
and practical applications in both large and small companies. 

The Kolbe System™ is so e�ective because it deals with people's unchanging, natural 
creative instincts. Other so-called "team-building" programs, such as feel-good seminars
and motivational speakers, may o�er an immediate morale boost but often leave nothing of 
lasting value. Personality tests, interest inventories, and other employee assessments are 
equally unpredictable, because they measure volatile factors like emotions and social styles. 

Using results from the Kolbe Indexes you can accurately predict the success of exisitng 
teams and help your company put together new teams with the right chemistry for 
high performance. 

TeamSuccess is a program of full or half-day seminars and consulting sessions designed to 
help managers build on employee strengths and improve overall team performance. The 
program is customized to address the speci�c needs of your organization - whether you’re 
looking for a dynamic addition for your annual retreat, an e�ective team-building seminar, 
general employee/leadership development, or a long-term culture change, Kolbe’s 
experience and results deliver.

Knowing and understanding how your team truly functions is essential to determining
the most e�ective way to lead it. The Team Collaboration Survey is a quick way to
determine whether the team is more collaborative or more independent and o�ers
customized Leadership Tips designed to boost productivity immediately.     

                                                www.TeamSurvey.kolbe.com

Kolbe’s Team Guildance System provides targeted report bundles to help your team
reach their full potential, and o�ers customized insight to boost team performance. 
Companies that embrace the Kolbe System increase their productivity up to 225%.

Areas of con�ict - and concrete solutions - become crystal clear
when Kolbe Index results are compared to each other in these
reports.

Comprehensive sets of Kolbe Leadership Analytics™ Reports 
are also available for a more in-depth analysis of teams. No
other organizational development software can match the 
breadth and detailed analysis of Kolbe’s Leadership Analytics.
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